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1a. Underline the place specific fronted 
adverbial in the sentence below.

Over there, they are building new houses.

1b. Underline the place specific fronted 
adverbial in the sentence below.

Outside, the cats are meowing very 
loudly.

2a. Tick the sentence that contains a 
place specific fronted adverbial. 

2b. Tick the sentence that contains a 
place specific fronted adverbial.

3a. Choose a place specific fronted 
adverbial to complete the sentence.

_____________________, cars drive on the right-hand 
side of the road.

3b. Choose a place specific fronted  
adverbial to complete the sentence.

_____________________, there is a playground.

4a. Choose the most suitable clause to 
complete the sentence below.

Underground, ___________________________________________________

4b. Choose the most suitable clause to 
complete the sentence below.

Down in the school kitchen, ________________________
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bananas grow quite quickly.

there are hundreds of water pipes.

people live very happily together.

the zookeeper fed the giraffes.

the cook was busy making dinner.

the children were reading their books.

A. Above the horizon, the sun 
began to rise.

B. The ship sailed into the 
distance.

A. Early this morning, I saw a 
beautiful sunrise.

B. Under the bridge, there is a
lot of litter.

In the boxOn the 
beach In France Next to 

school
On the 
bridge In the river
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Developing
1a. Over there,
2a. B
3a. In France,
4a. there are hundreds of water pipes.

Expected
5a. Behind the brick wall,
6a. B
7a. Below the stairs
8a. crabs sheltered in the coral.

Greater Depth
9a. Everywhere they went,
10a. A
11a. In the distance,
12a. even though they had eaten their 
jam sandwiches.

Developing
1b. Outside,
2b. A
3b. Next to school,
4b. the cook was busy making dinner.

Expected
5b. On her bedroom wall,
6b. B
7b. Under my bed
8b. their family and friends cheered.

Greater Depth
9b. In the distance,
10b. B
11b. North of here,
12b. because cheering crowds lined the 
streets.
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